For the first time in Bern, the GLOBAL SCIENCE FILM FESTIVAL brings together filmmakers, scientists and audiences from the two hosting cities Bern and Zurich. All films negotiate current global issues and challenges from numerous scientific fields.

16—17 Nov 2019
BERN PROGRAM

The Sound of Silence
Through his work as a „House Tuner“, Peter works on the diagnosis of uneven ambient sounds, which have a negative effect on the emotional state of his clients – until he takes on the case of Ellen.

Stroop – Journey into the Rhino Horn War
Two filmmakers explore the war for rhino horn. In this roller-coaster ride between Africa and Asia, the two women embed themselves on the front-lines of a species genocide where they are given exclusive access.

Aquarela
The film travels from the precarious frozen waters, into the throes of a hurricane, to mighty waterfalls in order to paint a portrait of this fluid life force. Fragile humans experience life, death, joy and despair in the face of its power.

The woman who loves giraffes
A feature documentary about the world’s first “giraffologist” Anne Innis Dagg. The film retraces the steps of Anne’s ground-breaking 1956 journey to South Africa and discusses the giraffes situation today.

TICKETS
Normal tickets CHF 10./- / reduced* CHF 7.-
Festival pass: normal CHF 30.00 / reduced* CHF 25.00
Free admission for students of the University of Bern and for young people up to 18 years of age for ticket collection up to 30 min before the start of the screening.

On location or online reservation: www.quinnie.ch

* KulturLagi / AVH+IV / other students
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